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HDL Explorer (current working name) is an EDA RTL Closure tool that can save designers considerable 
design time. What it does is give users visibility into downstream implications of their RTL, early in the 
design process, which has enormous impact on design convergence and on-time schedule 
performance. The product has an extensive set of design creation, exploration, navigation and analysis 
functionality.

PRELIMINARY



Design creation that works the way designers do
HDL Explorer lets users add nets through the hierarchy, stitch blocks together at a high level and modify an 
existing hierarchy, including creating a new hierarchy (encapsulate existing modules into new one).  Users 
can also extract hierarchical modules and replace them with new ones, create top level connections and find 
and fix modules with unconnected pins. HDL Explorer allows designers to quickly move and stitch together 
new blocks and find undeclared signals. It can put all defines parameter/function definitions in a single file.

High performance analysis means shorter coffee breaks
HDL Explorer can analyze a multi-million gate design for over 200 different checks in less then 60 seconds.

Integration with existing tools, methods to leverage current strengths
Since the tool is a ‘leverage’ tool, not a replacement tool, it works with and improves the productivity of users 
current design methods and tools. It makes sure that a designer has all the files and dependencies to run a 
simulation, synthesis or other tool and reports what's missing. And it helps users create what’s missing.  A 
robust API allows users to quickly and easily integrate HDL Explorer into their current design flow with 
existing tools.

Ease of use - spend time using the tool, not learning how it works
Early users have found the tool easy to use and the learning curve very short.  In addition, using HDL 
Explorer can raise the knowledge level of the project team by helping the team:

- Conform to company, project, vendor standards
- Reduce the learning curve for new design methods, styles, flows
- Ensure consistent design quality
- Capture the best practices of all engineers
- Do global upgrades, enhancements to design standards, coding styles
- Help the project keep to standard flows as they get close to product ship
- Minimize project disruption to adopt standards

Assertion-based / constraint-based design to drive simulation and synthesis flows
HDL Explorer can aid assertion and constraint based design through its ability to create, show, turn on / off 
assertions / constraints graphically or textually.

Creation and enforcement of Best Known Methods (BKMs) to raise the bar for each design start
Using BKMs raises the quality level of older designs to new design standards. It can also find trouble blocks 
early in the design process (trouble blocks tend to retain their character throughout the entire design process 
and must be caught early for the most leverage).  BKMs can enforce the requirement that all blocks "pass" a 
required set of checks before the designer moves ahead in the design flow; extract and display meta data 
about the design such as who designed or edited a block, where a block is being working on or how 
complete a block is, based on project specific metrics; check for a single clock per module, adherence to 
naming conventions, duplicate pin/signal/module naming, big-Endian /little Endian mis-matches, max. # of 
gates between clocks, that signals are consistently active either high or low in all of selected modules.
To get the maximum leverage and flexibility in using BKMs, HDL Explorer can enforce the checks that are a 
combination of rules for a particular ASIC, SoC or FPGA technology, product family, specific project, foundry 
specific, specific company location, specific engineer and a company coding standard.

View a design in the best way to get the job done
Designers can define their own views such as a simulation view, change documentation view, code 
coverage view, Verilog versus VHDL view, internal versus external IP view and easily incorporate them into 
the tool.

Retarget an existing design to another technology without the hassle
HDL Explorer enables users to quickly and correctly retarget their design from an 
ASIC to an FPGA, across FPGA families or from an FPGA to an ASIC. Designers 
can also retarget their design to a new technology node or within a technology node.


